
You are now year 10 fine art students – and you have a 2 part HWK to complete over your summer 
holidays.

See below - Part 2 of your Year 9 GCSE Fine Art Summer assignment:

Create an extended mini study on either the work of Kurt Jackson or the work of Joan Eardley.
Step 1 - read the notes on artist Kurt Jackson. (e creates work that is based on nature, people and the environment –
he is famous for creating drawings and paintings of objects, creatures, festivals, and landscape locations).

Step 2 – research the work of either Kurt Jackson or Joan Eardley. Both are British artist/painter’s. Find out about the 
artists intentions, concerns and essentially the ideas and meanings behind his or her work. When you are writing you 
must show your understanding of the artists aims and background. Both are important dedicated and diverse artists. 

Step 3 – cut and paste a minimum of 3 images to add to your mini study.

Step 4 – produce 1 artist copy only (choose either a drawing a painting or a mixed media piece to work from).

Step 5 – Circle 20 words on the key words list to use in your sentences/annotations. 

Step 6 - use the question sheets provided to prompt your sentences and paragraphs.

Step 6 – write 300+ words or more. The aim is to write 3 connected paragraphs.

Write, sketch, produce artists copies, cut and paste and present, type and or hand write your written 
responses.
Use all 20 words you have circled wherever possible in your annotation. Use the 3 paragraph structure 
as a guide.



Artist links – painter Kurt Jackson – Glastonbury 
watercolours and paintings



Artist links – painter Kurt Jackson – creatures and natural 
form studies and or sketchbooks



Artist links – Kurt Jackson studio or en-plein air canvas 
paintings



Notes on artist – Kurt Jackson – related to the project title and theme – ‘Land’

Kurt Jackson is a British painter whose large canvases reflect a concern with natural history, ecology and 

environmental issues. Born in Blandford, Dorset, the son of two painters, he developed an early interest in 
natural history and landscape

‘one of Britain’s most compelling contemporary painters’, Jackson has worked as a painter of landscapes 

and natural themes for almost 30 years. A graduate in zoology, Jackson travelled widely before settling in 

Cornwall in 1984 both to immerse himself in the arts and become more involved in his commitment to the 

environment. For Jackson, all of his paintings convey feelings a heightened sense of awareness of a 

particular environment that he knows intimately.

He uses and adopts a large range of art and alternative materials and techniques that the artist.

He paints in mixed media, drawing inspiration from the Cornish landscape around Penwith and 

elsewhere in Britain and abroad. Appearances on British television include 'Kurt Jackson, A Picture of 
Cornwall' BBC1 South West, 2005 and 'Kurt Jackson, A Picture of the South West', BBC3, 2005.

The majority of Jackson's work reflects his commitment to the environment and the natural world within 

Cornwall, although he also works elsewhere in Britain and mainland Europe; recent projects include bodies 

of work on the Thames, the Avon, the Forth in Scotland, and the Glastonbury Festival series. His paintings 

frequently carry small commentaries on the scene, he writes on his canvases in mixed media techniques 

and materials, he writes about depicted/painted scenes, and he shows a fascination particularly with the 

detail of plants and animals within an overall ecology and evoke a calm, spiritual and warm relationship with 

the landscape, even of apparently bleak scenes. He engages and records images in large paintings and 

using notes directly on to his art works drawings, sketches or paintings. His work has been described as 

"uplifting" and "transporting".To quote Robert Macfarlane "the bristling of landscape is Kurt Jackson's 
subject as an artist, and his brilliance as an artist lies in the success with which he represents his subject"



Artist links – Joan Eardley studio or out door on the spot 
sketches of Glasgow children



Artist links – Joan Eardley paintings and drawings



Artist links – Joan Eardley studio or out door on the spot 
sketches or paintings of the costal town of Cataline.



Annotations on artists – related to your work and project title 
– ‘Land’

Joan Eardley (bn 18 May 1921 – dd 16 August 1963) was a British artist noted for her portraiture of street children in Glasgow and for 
her landscape paintings of the fishing village of Catterline, and surroundings on the North-East coast of Scotland. One of Scotland's 
most enduringly popular artists. Eardley in her life time became a highly regarded and respcted british paitnter and artist.

In Catterline Eardley produced seascapes, often showing the same view but in different light and weather conditions. She also painted 
landscapes showing the changing seasons in the fields around the village. Her thickly textured paintwork sometimes incorporating real 
pieces of vegetation. She often worked outdoors and often in poor weather. Working directly infront iof the secene in the landscape 
with her canvas, paints, palette knives, turps, rags, and brushes. Eardley became the focus of the "Catterline School" of artists, a group 
who were increasingly drawn to the village during the 1950s.

Eardley produced chalk and charcoal sketches that were fast and immediate, she produced paintings in oil on canvas at a fast speed 
repeating methods of layering dabbing and scraping - layering paint constantly in response to the conditions and environment she
worked. Working outdoors charged her work with greater energy and a greater sense of realism. Eardley quote - "When I'm painting in 
the North East, I hardly ever move out of the village (Catterline), I hardly ever move from one spot. I do feel the more you know 
something, the more you can get out of it. That is the North East. It's just vast ( indistinct word possibly "waste"), vast seas, vast areas 
of cliff. Well you've just got to paint it.“

This repeat mastery or dedication to one theme or set of images allowed her to create multiple variations of paintings on canvas, this 
gave her freedom to experiment and capture one image over time in many different moods, approaches and weather conditions. She 
re-modelled and worked similar landscapes all of her artistic working life and this gave her work depth and visual understanding of her 
chosen themes. 

Eardley chose to create traditional themes in her work – sea and landscape and portraiture –There was a timeless desperate urgency to 
her work. She committed herself to understanding the sea more than any other painter of her generation. Rather than just responding 
to the attraction of the coastline, she painted with the perception of a mariner aware that waves are heavy, fast moving lumps of water, 
as able to kill as to support. Eardley thought that a truly successful painting had to go deeper than a mere visual record, no matter how 
accurate... Her success lay in her ability to express, interpret and combine her painter's trained observation skill with a warm human 
sympathy and understanding.



Presenting artist links

Paragraph 1 -
Introduce your artist/s - stating the artist/s full names, and dates they were born and died if relevant.
State where they are from and what kind of an artist they are. 
explain why you have chosen the artist/s you have related to the theme and or title of the project. 
State what subject matter the artist is depicting or responding to?
What genre and themes categorize the artists work you have referenced?

Paragraph 2 -
Describe and analyse the paintings or artists work you have referenced. 
State key features or characteristics of their work. 
What techniques does the artist/s you have studied use?
Compare more than one of their pieces.
Compare 2 different artists work you have studies related to the same theme artist.
How do your artists techniques or use of subject matter relate to your work and theme, what have you used to inspire and affect 
your won work?

Paragraph 3 -
• Personalise the sentences you write - state your own opinions related to the work of each artist you have 

studied. Talk about how they have influenced decisions you have made in your own work.   
• Review and state the reasons why, and how, each artist has influenced your own work. Outline the artistic 

ideas you have taken forward related to artists work.
• State the visual skills, and artistic techniques your artists has helped you to develop, practice, and  learn.
• Try to talk about the motives, meanings, and ideas behind the work of the artist you have referenced or 

studied. 



Key words listings:

Higher order words 

The artists formal elements
Line, colour, shape, form, texture, surface, tone, light, dark, shade, 2D, 3D.

When writing use words you learn to use in context - try extending your artistic vocabulary - use the following 
specialist artistic terms (words) in combination with the formal element words stated above - then where possible 
combine with some of the higher order words -

Lower order words

Techniques, palette (colour) weight, pressure, mark making, contrast, balance,
process, complimentary, picture, depict, portray, show, tactile, make, create, media, 

materials, juxtaposition, ground, preparation, mix, blend, combination, view, perspective, 
discord, harmony, studio, routines, balance,  focus, simplify, present, observation, 

recording, seeing, coast, scene, environment, real.

Art, Culture, moral, social, communication, political, economic, ideas, concepts, meanings, 
time, history, contemporary, artistic, composition, representation, abstraction, realism, 
environment, 

The traditional categories of art  - Genre’s in art history:
• Portraiture: face, head and shoulders, single person likeness, depiction of someone, identity. 
• Figuration: anatomical, the body, moving/living human or animal forms.  
• Landscape: place space, urban natural

• Still life: inanimate object, natural form,



Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Writing about the work of others/ justifying choices and constantly relating your work to your title theme 



Paragraph 3

List 20 key words below that you could use in your annotation related to yours, and your chosen artists theme, 
and subject matter, words listed must be linked to application of techniques and artistic processes by you and 
the artist/s you have responded to:

Writing about the work of others/ justifying choices and constantly relating your work to your title theme 


